
interactive virtual aquarium
living aquarium



There is a huge selection of real fish, cartoon fish and special creatures 

such as mermaid, dolphin, shark, etc. which you will not find in a real 

aquarium at your location. All creatures behave very realistically. You 

can always change the world of fish, choose other living environments 

and integrate your own logos, images or information in the aquarium. 

why

The best part is that such an interactive aquarium is not more expensive 

than a traditional aquarium. Plus it also requires no care, maintenance 

and feeding. If you compare the costs of financing the acquisition and 

maintenance of a real aquarium, you will be surprised that the virtual 

version is cheaper and the virtual aquarium can be customized, supple-

mented and changed without any construction work. 

 

where

The system is especially suitable for waiting rooms in medical practices, 

as a design element in restaurants, hotels, bars, or as an eye catcher 

for your home. The interaction, meaning the reaction of the crea-

tures to the touch of the audience, is the key aspect of all our effects.

Children as well as adults are just as excited about the interaction.  

A lasting impression remains. 

how

The interactive aquarium can be created through projections on the 

wall, table, floor or counter. Likewise, one or more linked displays/TV-

screens can be used. This depends on what is more suitable for your 

location. By using seamless displays high quality design installations 

can be achieved. 

extensibility

There are numerous effects at low cost that can be displayed in a varia-

tion with the aquarium. These range from an interactive flower meadow 

with butterflies to informative content such as interactive advertising. 

When using multiple effects you can adjust the chronology yourself. 

Our total range of interactive effects can be found on our website: 

www.vertigo-systems.com

create a highlight at your location with our 
virtual interactive aquarium
The aquarium is available in various  
sizes for wall, table, bar and even floor. 
Highlight: The 3D aquarium is interactive 
and can be individually designed.  
As the audience approaches the  
aquarium or touches the fish, they react 
either by escaping or by following finger  
movements. Even virtually feeding the 
fish is possible. 

›living floor‹
When visitors are interacting with the fish and the water 
on the ›living floor‹ they become part of the underwater 
world thats surrounding them.



The ›living table‹ gives the viewer the opportunity to get 
even closer to the underwater world and to interact with it.

›living table‹

›living wall‹
The ›living wall‹ is visible from far away and invites the  
audience to playfully interact with the 3D animated fish. 
The ›living wall‹ represents the optimum crowd puller.
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The ›living bar‹ is the ideal attention-getter and a playful 
way to easily get acquainted. The marine life will react to 
people`s hands and objects placed on the bar.

please contact us and we 
are happy to inform you about 
the possibilities and prices
www.vertigo-systems.de/living-aquarium.html

›living bar‹

www.vertigo-systems.com


